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We present a jointed experimental and numerical study examining the influence of
vortical structures on the settling of solid spherical particles under the action of
gravity at low Stokes numbers. The two-dimensional model experiment uses electro-
convection to generate a two-dimensional array of controlled vortices which mimics a
simplified vortical flow. Particle image-velocimetry and tracking are used to examine
the motion of the particles within this vortical flow. Particle motion is compared to the
predictions of a numerical simulation inspired by the model equation developed by
Maxey [“The motion of small spherical particles in a cellular flow field,” Phys. Fluids
30, 1915 (1987)]. C© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895736]

I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of particles in a turbulent environment is relevant to many industrial and natural
processes. Very often, the sedimentation of particles is a dominant phenomenon which is important
to understand in a fundamental way. Examples include fluidized-bed reactors, the treatment of
waste materials in clarifiers, the transport of sediment in rivers and estuaries, pyroclastic flows from
volcanic eruptions, and bioconvection of plankton.

It is precisely in this latter context of plankton suspension in Langmuir circulation that Stommel1

made one of the first theoretical treatments of the settling of small particles in a cellular flow field.
The cellular flow studied consisted of two-dimensional Taylor-Green vortices of size L given by the
stream function

ψ = U0

k
sin(kx1) sin(kx2), (1)

where the wavenumber is given by k = 2π /2L. This simple flow was chosen as an idealized view
of the wind-induced Langmuir cells occurring at the surface of lakes and oceans but could also be
considered as mimicking a very simplified turbulent flow. Stommel1 neglected inertia in his study.
The instantaneous particle velocity was then simply the sum of the local fluid velocity inferred
from the stream function (1) and the Stokes settling velocity VS . Stommel1 discussed the particle
trajectories in terms of the ratio W = VS/U0 of the settling velocity VS to the vortex velocity U0. For
W = 0 the particles simply move with the local fluid velocity as Lagrangian tracers. By contrast,
for W � 1, settling dominates. For intermediate values of W , local fluid upward flow can be strong
enough to induce particle suspension.

Maxey2 extended the analysis to the inertial regime using the equation of motion for a small
rigid sphere in a non-uniform flow field under general conditions.3, 4 He performed a comprehensive
study in terms of two additional dimensionless parameters: the ratio of the response time of the
particle to the characteristic time 1/kU0 of the flow field, i.e., the Stokes number St, and a particle
to fluid density parameter R = ρ f / (ρp + ρ f /2) where ρ f is the density of the fluid and ρp that of
the particles. The analysis was mostly focused on aerosol particles which are much denser than
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the surrounding fluid (R = 0) and on light gas bubbles (R = 2). A linear stability analysis of the
equilibrium points for the particles was also presented. In general, the equilibrium positions on the
cell boundaries were seen to be unstable. As the density parameter R approached the bubble limit of
R = 2, stable points were found in the interior of each vortical cell. The transition between instability
and possible stability generally occurs when R = 2/3 for which the particle is neutrally buoyant.

The above discussion leads us to introduce more formally the various dimensionless parameters
involved in the problem. The fluid is characterized by its viscosity μ and density ρ f, the particles by
their radius a and density ρp, the vortices by their wavenumber k and velocity U0, and finally the
gravity force by the gravitational acceleration g. Dimensional analysis indicates that at least four
dimensionless parameters have to be specified. An appropriate choice which follows that of Maxey2

is to consider the velocity ratio W = VS/U0 where the Stokes settling velocity is VS = 2
9 (ρp −

ρ f )a2g/μ, the density ratio is R = ρ f / (ρp + ρ f / 2), the Stokes number is St = 2
9

(
a2

μ/ρ f
kU0

)
/R =

2
9 (ρp + ρ f /2)a2kU0/μ which is the ratio of the characteristic acceleration time of the particle and
the convective time 1/kU0, and the size ratio P = ka which is often considered small. Other related
dimensionless numbers can be of interest such as the Reynolds number of the settling particles Rea =
VS a/(μ/ρ f ) = 9

2 St W R/P and that of the flow Rek = U0/(kμ/ρ f ) = Rea/(PW ) = 9
2 St R/P2.

The cellular flow considered by Stommel1 and Maxey2 is in fact a simple but robust analytical
framework for the study of turbulence, capturing key features of vortical effects on particles. An
example is that of preferential sweeping, where particles heavier than the fluid settle along pref-
erential paths in the inertial regime.5, 6 This feature was observed by Wang and Maxey7 in fully
turbulent flows, who also noted that preferential concentration was similar to that observed in cellu-
lar flows.8 Particle advection was studied at length in homogeneous turbulence both numerically9–13

and experimentally,14–16 showing in particular a significant increase of the average settling velocity
of particles. While there has been a notable amount of numerical studies considering the model
vortical flow proposed by Maxey,2, 17, 18 there is a lack of real experiments where single particles
could be tracked while settling in the cellular flow and their trajectories compared individually to
theoretical predictions. This is precisely the motivation for the present work.

In this paper, an experimental examination of the problem of the settling of spherical particles in
a cellular flow field at low St is proposed. The experiment uses electroconvection to generate a two-
dimensional array of controlled vortices which resembles the cellular flow represented by the stream
function (1). Comparison of the observed particle trajectories with the predictions of numerical
simulations inspired by the model of Maxey2 provides (i) an examination of the different regimes
of motion as well as (ii) a precise testing of the widely used equation of motion3, 4 for a particle in a
non-uniform flow at low Reynolds numbers called the Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen equation.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a tank made of Plexiglas R© (of 50 cm
height, 38 cm width, and 4 cm depth) filled with an aqueous mixture of citric acid, see Table I
describing the characteristics of the different mixtures which have been used. The vortical flow is
activated by electromagnetic forcing, i.e., an array of Laplace forces j × B where j is the electrical
current density and B is the magnetic field. The magnetic field is produced by a checkerboard of
permanent square magnets (NdFeB, Br ≈ 1.3 T, 2 × 2 cm2) placed against the back wall of the
tank of 2 mm thickness. The electrical current is driven between two carbon electrodes placed on
opposite sides of the tank. Since the electrical current density j is uniform, the spatial distribution of
the electromagnetic forcing is determined by the position and size of the magnets. The blowup in
Figure 1 gives a sketch of the mechanism for producing the network of Laplace forces (light gray
arrows – red – along x2): since the polarity (black arrows along x3) of the permanent magnets
alternates within the lattice square pattern, while the electrical current density is maintained constant
(dashed arrows – green – along x1), the Laplace forces are alternately oriented upward or downward.
These Laplace forces give rise to a network of vortices, whose size is controlled by the size of the
square magnets and whose intensity is controlled by the magnetic field of the permanent magnets,
the intensity of the electric current, and the viscosity of the fluid. The maxima of velocity are located
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup and sketch of the network of Laplace forces (blowup). Magnets are placed against the back wall
of the tank. The electrical current is driven between two carbon electrodes placed on opposite sides of the tank.

at the center of the magnets, while the minima are located on the edges. Electromagnetic forcing
has been widely used to generate turbulent or chaotic two-dimensional flows19, 20 or low-Reynolds-
number cellular flows.21

The flow characterization is performed by particle image velocimetry (PIV) using the
MatlabTMPIV software DPIVsoft.22 The fluid is seeded with hollow particles used as a fluid tracers
(Dantec Measurement Technology, with diameter ≈15 μm and density ≈1.4 g cm−3). The tank is
illuminated by a green laser sheet (Laser 2000, 532 nm, 100 mW) aligned with the tank height.
A digital camera (Pike F210B Allied Vision Technologies, 1920 × 1080 pixels2) placed at right
angle to the light-sheet in front of the tank is focused on the illuminated particles which scatter the
light. Two images separated in time by typically 1/15–4/15 s are then recorded and processed using
cross-correlations to find the velocity-vector map of the flow field. The spatial resolution of the mea-
surement is given by the correlation window size (≈1/5 of the vortex size), while the flow-velocity
resolution is given by the time separation between the two images. A typical velocity field is shown
in Figure 2(b) and exhibits an array of stationary counterrotating vortices of the same size. Note that
each vortex is discretized by 20 × 20 overlapping correlation windows. This array of counterrotating
vortices generates a cellular flow with an array of stagnation points. Close to the stagnation points
the flow can be considered as elongational, while close to the center of the vortices it can be seen
as purely rotational. This cellular flow thus resembles the Taylor-Green cellular flow represented by
the stream function (1). At low Reynolds number, the cellular flow produced by electroconvection
is very close to a Taylor-Green cellular flow as can be seen in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Discrepan-
cies are seen with increasing Reynolds number (Figure 2(c)), but the flow remains stationary for
Rek � 15, i.e., in the range of Reynolds number considered in the experiments.

The generated flow is essentially two dimensional in the (x1, x2) plane. However, a secondary
three-dimensional flow may exist when the Reynolds number is significantly larger than one.23, 24

This can be observed in Figure 3, showing PIV measurements in the (x1, x3) plane at a horizontal edge
of the magnets, for one of the largest Reynolds number examined (Rek ≈ 7). The normal (horizontal)
velocity u3 is much lower than that of the vortices, and its maxima are located further from the
magnet array. The intensity of the vortices reaches a maximum at about 5 mm from the tank wall,

TABLE I. Fluid characteristics: density ρf, viscosity μ, electrical conductivity σ .

Fluid Mixture ρf (g cm−3) μ (P) σ (mS cm−1)

1 60% water + 34% citric acid + 6% UconTMoil 1.163 0.198 4.14
2 64% water + 36% citric acid 1.163 0.035 6.27
3 61% water + 39% citric acid 1.183 0.040 5.40
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 2. Cellular flow generated by electro-convection versus Taylor-Green vortices. Velocity fields (u1, u2) (top line) and
velocity norm (bottom line) for (a) Taylor-Green vortices, (b) experiments at Rek ≈ 0.3 (fluid 1) and (c) Rek ≈ 8 (fluid 2).
Discrepancies with Taylor-Green model appear as the Reynolds number increases.

that is 7 mm from the magnets (Figure 3(b)), and at x3 = −5 mm, the normal (horizontal) velocity
u3 is negligible compared to the velocity of the vortices (Figure 3(c)). As a result, the trajectories of
the sedimenting particles are examined in this vertical plane, where the flow can be considered as
two-dimensional for the present range of Reynolds number (0.3 ≤ Rek ≤ 8). In addition, we have
checked that the particle trajectories remained in this vertical plane by using a laser sheet as well as
by observing that the sedimented particles at the bottom of the tank laid on a single straight line.

Particle tracking (PT) is used to examine the motion of the sedimenting particles within this
vortical flow. Three different types of particles have been used in the experiments, see Table II.
The particles are released at the top of the tank through a small vertical tube whose output can
be positioned at different locations within the two-dimensional vortex array. Two side neon lights
illuminate the front of the tank and the digital camera records the particle motions at 15 frame/s.
The particle tracking scheme uses the circular Hough transform to detect the center of the particle.
The experimental error in the particle center measurement is of ≈1/5 of the particle diameter.
Since the camera is kept at the same location in the PIV and PT measurements, the coordinates
of the particle can be accurately positioned inside the velocity-vector map of the vortical flow as a
function of time.

(a) (b) (c)

80 100 120 140 160

80 100 120 140 160
80 100 120 140 16060

FIG. 3. (a) Velocities u1 and u3 measured by PIV in the (x1, x3) plane between two rows of magnets. Velocity profiles (b) as
a function of the distance to the magnets [x1 = 20 mm, dashed line in (a)] and (c) along a line parallel to the magnets [x3 =
−5 mm, dashed-dotted line in (a)]. Results obtained in fluid 2.
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TABLE II. Particle characteristics: mean sphere radius a and density ρp.

Batch a (cm) ρp (g cm−3)

A 0.0510 1.190
B 0.1003 1.188
C 0.3161 1.180

TABLE III. Dimensionless numbers for the different combinations of particles and fluids used in the experimental runs.

Combination 1A 1B 1C 2B 3B

R 0.657 0.657 0.660 0.657 0.665
P 0.080 0.158 0.497 0.158 0.158
St 0.0007 0.0027 0.0268 0.0673 0.0577
Stexp 0.0006 0.0025 0.0239 0.0402 0.0412
StSN 0.0007 0.0025 0.0186 0.0434 0.0492
W 0.878 3.205 21.646 4.133 0.668
Wexp 0.947 3.212 19.341 2.474 0.530
WSN 0.862 3.005 14.973 2.635 0.567
Rea 0.023 0.163 3.472 5.221 0.732
Rek 0.329 0.323 0.323 8.017 6.962
L 60.191 62.654 62.938 3.256 3.404

10
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FIG. 4. Measured drag coefficient versus Rea (�). The dashed line is the Stokes drag coefficient 12/Rea, the dashed-dotted
line is the Oseen drag coefficient 12(1 + 3Rea/4)/Rea, and the solid line is the Schiller-Naumann drag coefficient 12[1 +
0.15(2Rea)0.687]/Rea.

Particle trajectories are examined for different combinations of particles and fluid mixtures, see
Table III which also shows the corresponding dimensionless parameters, W, St, R, P . It is important
to mention that the definitions of W and St rely on assumption of a Stokes drag. In fact, as inertia
is increased, the drag on settling particles deviates from the Stokes law. This has been inferred
from measurements of particle settling velocities Vexp in the different fluids at rest and is shown in
Figure 4. The Schiller-Naumann correlation agrees well with the experimental data. We have thus
reported in Table III the modified WSN and StSN which are built on the Schiller-Naumann drag as
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well as Wexp and Stexp. As expected from Figure 4, the Stokes numbers and dimensionless settling
velocities agree well except for combination 1C for which the finite size of the particle may have
some influence. Finally, we reported in Table III an additional dimensionless number noted L, which
is specific to the experimental setup, as it characterizes the role of the Laplace force used for flow
generation, compared to particle acceleration by the flow, L = j Br

ρ f kU 2
0

R.

III. MODELING

We consider the Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen equation including Faxen corrections3, 4 for the mo-
tion of a spherical particle in a non-uniform or unsteady Stokes flow field u,

m p
dv
dt

= (m p − m f ) g

+ m f
Du
Dt

− 4

3
πa3j × B

− 6πμa (v − u − 1

6
a2∇2u)

− 1

2
m f

dv
dt

+ 1

2
m f

D

Dt
(u + 1

10
a2∇2u)

− 6πμa2
∫ t

0

d(v − u − 1
6 a2∇2u)/dτ√

πν(t − τ )
dτ, (2)

where v is the particle velocity and in addition to previously defined terms m p = ρp
4
3πa3 the

particle mass and m f = ρ f
4
3πa3 the mass of the displaced fluid. In this Eq. (2), d/dt denotes the

time derivative in a frame moving with the particle, while D/Dt the derivative following the fluid
element. The forces included in the right-hand side of Eq. (2) are the buoyancy force, the force
exerted by the undisturbed flow on the particle (fluid acceleration and Laplace force), the Stokes
drag, the added mass effect, and the history Boussinesq-Basset force. The terms in a2∇2u are the
Faxen corrections. Equation (2) is similar to that written by Maxey2 except for a correction in the
added mass term leading to write the fluid acceleration along the path of a fluid element instead
of along the particle trajectory.25 This difference should be inconsequential at low St. The Laplace
force contribution is derived in the same way as the fluid-acceleration term,3, 4 under the assumption
that the magnetic field is uniform on the particle length scale. Equation (2) is valid for small particle
radius and Reynolds number as well as small velocity gradients around the particle.

We now consider that the flow field u is a steady cellular flow field and write Eq. (2) in
dimensionless form (denoted by the asterisks) using k−1 as the lengthscale and the vortex velocity
U0 as the velocity scale,

dv∗

dt∗ = 1

St
(W

g
|g| + u∗ − v∗ + 1

6
P2∇∗2u∗)

+ R(
3

2
u∗ · ∇u∗ + P2

20
u∗ · ∇∇∗2u∗) − Lj∗ × B∗

+ 3√
2

√
R

St

∫ t∗

0

−dv∗/dτ ∗ + v∗ · ∇u∗ + P2

6 v∗ · ∇∇∗2u∗
√

π (t∗ − τ ∗)
dτ ∗. (3)

For solid spheres, R = O(0.1)–O(1), and thus, for small St, the drag-buoyancy term of order O(1/St)
[first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3)] is dominant while the history term [third term in the
right-hand side of Eq. (3)] is of higher order O(1/

√
St), and the Laplace term is of order O(0.1/St)

in our experiments, see Table IV. For most of the experiments, P is always very small (P � 0.16)
and the Faxen corrections are negligible. For combination 1C (see Table IV), this is not the case as
P ≈ 0.5, and Faxen corrections may be discussed, as done in Sec. IV B.
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TABLE IV. Order of magnitude of the different terms of Eq. (3).

Added mass c

St Accelerationa Drag-buoyancyb fluid acceleration Historyd Laplace forcee

0.001 O(1) O(1000) O(0.1)–O(1) O(20)–O(70) O(10)–O(100)
0.01 O(1) O(100) O(0.1)–O(1) O(7)–O(20) O(1)–O(10)
0.1 O(1) O(10) O(0.1)–O(1) O(2)–O(7) O(0.1)–O(1)
1 O(1) O(1) O(0.1)–O(1) O(0.7)–O(2) O(0.01)–O(0.1)

aTerm in the left-hand side of Eq. (3).
bFirst term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3).
cSecond term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3).
dFourth term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3).
eThird term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3).

When St is very small (typically St � 0.01), we recover the Stokes regime proposed by Stommel1

for which Eq. (3) reduces to

v∗ = W
g
|g| + u∗. (4)

The velocity ratio W is then the only control parameter. When the cellular flow consists of two-
dimensional Taylor-Green vortices given by the stream function (1), Eq. (4) yields

dy∗
1

dt∗ = sin(y∗
1 ) cos(y∗

2 ),

dy∗
2

dt∗ = − sin(y∗
2 ) cos(y∗

1 ) + W, (5)

where y is the position of the center of the particle and gravity is along direction 2.
When examining the effect of a small but finite degree of inertia, Maxey2 neglected the history

term in Eq. (3). Within this approximation, Eq. (3) becomes

dv∗

dt∗ = 1

St
(W

g
|g| + u∗ − v∗ + P2

6
∇2u∗) + R(

3

2
u∗ · ∇u∗ + P2

20
u∗ · ∇ ∇2u∗), (6)

which gives

d2 y∗
1

dt∗2 = 1

St

[
(1 − P2

3
) sin(y∗

1 ) cos(y∗
2 ) − dy∗

1

dt∗

]
+ R

2
(3 − P2

5
) sin(y∗

1 ) cos(y∗
1 ),

d2 y∗
2

dt∗2 = 1

St

[
−(1 − P2

3
) sin(y∗

2 ) cos(y∗
1 ) − dy∗

2

dt∗ + W

]
+ R

2
(3 − P2

5
) sin(y∗

2 ) cos(y∗
2 ), (7)

for a Taylor-Green cellular flow. Note that Maxey2 also neglected the Faxen corrections and thus
considered the above equations with P = 0. Again, for R = O(0.1) to O(1) and for St � 1,
the drag-buoyancy term (first term in the right-hand side of the equations) is largely dominant in
Eqs. (6) or (7). Neglecting the history term may be valid for this range of small St but is disputable
when St � 0.1 as it can be of the same order of magnitude as the drag-buoyancy term. When St ∼
1, all the different terms of Eq. (3) become of the same order of magnitude as shown in Table IV.
However, the validity of the Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen equation (2) needs to be assessed, since the
Reynolds number may not be small.

The above equations proposed by Stommel1 and Maxey2 can be easily solved numerically,
both for a Taylor-Green cellular flow [Eqs. (5) or (7)], and for a cellular flow u inferred from
the interpolated PIV measurements [Eqs. (4) or (6)]. Starting from the experimentally-known
initial position of the particle [and with the additional knowledge of its velocity for solving
equations (6) and (7)], its subsequent positions are calculated using a Runge-Kutta 4th/5th order
scheme (ode45 in MatlabTM) and stored at chosen time intervals. The numerically-obtained trajec-
tory of the particle can then be compared to the experimental observations. The Laplace force can
be easily added to the Stommel or Maxey equations and its influence examined. Accounting for the
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history force is more difficult and necessitates a different numerical scheme since it involves the
calculation of integrals with singular, but integrable, integrands. We have used the recent second
order scheme proposed by Daitche.26

IV. PARTICLE MOTIONS

A. Stokes regime St � 0.01 and Rek < 1

First, we present the experimental trajectories obtained for very small St and for varying W
(combinations 1A, 1B, and 1C in Table III) and compare them to those obtained from solving
equations (5) using the corresponding W and (7) using the corresponding W, R, P, and St in
Table III.

When W is quite large (W = 21.646 for combination 1C), the particles settle through the vortex
array and the trajectories are straight vertical lines as shown for a typical trajectory in Figure 5
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FIG. 5. (Left panel) a typical experimental trajectory (black solid line) for combination 1C in the velocity-vector map of the
vortical flow. (Middle panel) comparison of the experimental trajectory (◦) with the simulations in the Taylor-Green flow-lines
[dashed line (black) solving equation (5) and solid line (red) solving equation (7) using the dimensionless numbers given
in Table III for combination 1C]. (Right panel) comparison of the experimental velocity (along gravity) and the simulations
[dashed line (black) solving equation (5), solid line (red) solving equation (7) using the dimensionless numbers given in
Table III for combination 1C, and dotted line (black) solving equation (5) using Wexp = 19.341].
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(left and middle panels). The vertical velocity (right panel) exhibits small oscillations due to the
small modulation caused by the vortical flow. The numerical trajectory (dashed line) obtained with
Eq. (5) is in excellent agreement with the experimental trajectory (middle panel). The numerical
prediction for the vertical velocity presents similar oscillations as those observed experimentally but
the velocity magnitude is slightly overestimated (right panel). Better agreement is obtained when the
velocity ratio is taken as Wexp = 19.341 (black dotted line) instead of W = 21.646 (black dashed
line). This may be due to the fact that the particle Reynolds number is slightly larger than one for
this combination 1C (Rea = 3.472) and thus that the experimental drag is slightly larger than the
Stokes drag (see Figure 4). This slightly larger drag is likely due to wall effect for this large particle
(a = 0.3161 cm) settling in the vicinity of the back wall of the tank.

When W is larger than unity but not so large (W = 3.21 for combination 1B), the particles
released at different locations at the top of the vortex arrays are all settling through the down-flow
region of successive vortices and display zigzagging motions [see Figure 6 (left and middle panels)].
The motion of the particles is very reproducible when released at the same location as shown in
the accompanying movie (see Figure 6) (Multimedia view). The vertical velocities also present
periodic oscillations due to the modulations caused by the periodic cellular flow [see Figure 6 (right
panel)]. Interestingly, when particles are released at the border between two neighboring vortices,
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FIG. 6. (Left panel) experimental trajectories (solid lines having different color) for combination 1B in the velocity-vector
map of the vortical flow – see accompanying movie. (Middle panel) comparison of 3 typical experimental trajectories (�, ◦,

) with the simulations in the Taylor-Green flow-lines [dashed line (black) solving equation (5) and solid line (red) solving
equation (7) using the dimensionless numbers given in Table III for combination 1B]. (Right panel) comparison of the
experimental velocities (along gravity) corresponding to the 3 typical experimental trajectories shown in the middle panel (�,
◦, 
) and the simulations [dashed line (black) solving equation (5), solid line (red) solving equation (7) using the dimensionless
numbers given in Table III for combination 1B]. (Mutimedia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895736.1].
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FIG. 7. Same as Figure 6 but for combination 1A.

the trajectory is nearly a straight line (black solid lines in left panel and ◦ in middle panel) but the
corresponding velocity (◦ in right panel) exhibits strong oscillation as the particle is going through
the successive stagnation points. Good agreement is obtained between the experimental observations
for 3 typical trajectories and the simulations using Eq. (5) with W = 3.21 (dashed lines in middle
and right panels).

When W is below unity (W = 0.878 for combination 1A), the particles are still all settling
out and both the trajectories and vertical velocities show even more pronounced oscillations as can
be seen in Figure 7. When they are released at the border between two neighboring vortices, they
experience a strong slowdown and deviate from their straight path by making small excursions
as if to avoid the successive upward-flow regions (black solid lines in left panel and ◦ in middle
panel). The numerical simulations using Eq. (5) with W = 0.878 (dashed lines in middle and right
panels) show good agreement with the experimental observations for 3 typical trajectories. The only
detected discrepancy occurs for the trajectory discussed above (◦ in middle panel) for which the
numerical simulation predicts small periodic excursions always on the same side, while it can be
on one side or the other for the experiments due to a great sensitivity to the local velocity field, in
particular at the stagnation (or saddle) points. This is reminiscent of Lagrangian chaos observed for
neutrally buoyant particles (W = 0).20 The experimental variations of the velocity is nonetheless
well captured by the simulations in this later case.

The simulations using Eq. (7) with the corresponding dimensionless parameters of Table III
provide similar results to those using Eq. (5) [see solid (red) lines in Figures 5–7]. Using R and P =
0 does not change the predictions. Similarly, adding the Laplace and history forces does not affect
the results. The simulations are also insensitive to the choice of initial velocity. This confirms that
the drag-buoyancy term is dominant and that, in this range of very low St and small Rek (and in
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addition small Rea), the particle velocity can be described by the sum of the fluid velocity and its
Stokes velocity such as given by Eq. (4). Inertia is thus negligible and the regime is that of Stokes.

B. Weak inertia 0.01 � St < 0.1 and Rek ≈ 6 − 8

We now turn to experimental trajectories obtained for larger St and Rek (combinations 2B and 3B
in Table III) and compare them to those obtained from solving equations (4) with the corresponding
W and (6) using the corresponding W, R, P, and St in Table III.

When W is larger than unity (W = 4.133 for combination 2B), the trajectories tend to drift
toward the border lines between the cells and have oscillations with diminishing amplitude as the
particles are settling through the successive vortices [see Figure 8 (left panel)]. The trajectory drift
and decrease in amplitude is not reproduced by the simulations using Eq. (5) with W = 4.133.
The drift can be captured by using the interpolated velocity field given by the PIV measurements
instead of the Taylor-Green flow-field (Figure 8 middle panel) as, for large Rek(= 8.017), the cellular
flow produced by electroconvection deviates from a Taylor-Green flow, see Figures 2(a) and 2(c).
Excellent agreement including realistic decrease in amplitude is obtained when the velocity ratio is
taken as Wexp = 2.474 or equivalently WSN = 2.63 [black dotted line in Figure 8 (middle and right
panels)]. The trajectories using the Schiller-Naumann drag lie between those using the Stokes (black
dashed line) and Oseen (black dashed-dotted line) drags [WStokes = W = 4.133 and WOseen = 1.398].
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FIG. 8. Same as Figure 6 but for combination 2B. The middle panel comprises a comparison of a typical experimental
trajectory (◦) with the simulations in the Taylor-Green flow-lines [dashed line (black) solving equation (5) and solid line
(red) solving equation (7) using the corresponding W, R, P, and St in Table III for combination 2B] and a comparison of
3 typical experimental trajectories (�, ◦, 
) with the simulations using the interpolated PIV flow-field [dashed line (black)
solving equation (4) with W = WStokes = 4.133, dotted line (black) with Wexp = 2.474, dashed-dotted line (black) with
WOseen = 1.398, and solid line (red) solving equation (6) using the corresponding Wexp, R, P, and Stexp in Table III for
combination 2B]. The right panel also includes comparison with the same simulations using the interpolated PIV flow-field.
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FIG. 9. Same as Figure 8 but for combination 3B – see accompanying movie. The comparison only concerns a single typical
trajectory and the comparison is only shown with the simulations using the interpolated PIV flow-field [dotted line (black)
solving equation (4) using Wexp = 0.530 and solid line (red) solving equation (6) using the corresponding Wexp, R, P, and
Stexp in Table III for combination 3B]. (Multimedia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895736.2]

Clearly, since Rea = 5.221 and is larger than unity, the drag deviates from the linear Stokes drag. It
is larger than the Stokes drag and smaller than the Oseen drag (see Figure 4).

When W is much smaller than unity (W = 0.667 for combination 3B), the particles are still
settling out but can become trapped in a cell and make a few loops before being released and falling
out again as shown for a typical trajectory in Figure 9. This behavior can be well captured by the
simulations using Eq. (4) with the interpolated velocity field given by the PIV measurements and
the experimental velocity ratio Wexp = 0.530 or the Schiller-Naumann velocity ratio WSN = 0.567.
Note that a numerical relative tolerance of 10−5 was used in all the simulations and was found to
be critical to reproduce the trapping of the particle in this latter case. Note also that, because of the
great sensitivity to initial position as previously observed for combination 1A, the trajectories can
be well captured only for short duration (typically during the sampling of 2–3 vortices). Trapping is
more difficult to reproduce as the particle probes a saddle point at each loop.

It is interesting at that point to discuss further the trapping dynamics shown in Figure 9. The
existence of “region of retention” for which closed particle trajectories exist in the range 0 � W � 1
was discussed by Stommel1 (see his Figure 4). This was revisited by Maxey2 who showed that particle
inertia suppressed these regions as no permanent suspension occurred (see, e.g., his Figure 7). In the
present experimental conditions, no permanent trapping was observed. We numerically investigated
the dynamics of individual particles during their settling through the experimental vortical flow of
Figure 9. The two top cells were uniformly seeded and the particles followed up to 40/kU0. As shown
in the movie of the supplementary material,27 the particles are seen to escape the trapping zones
and to accumulate along asymptotic trajectories. In the present experimental conditions, the lack of
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resuspension is not due to inertia but to the real vortical flow which differs from a Taylor-Green flow
and leads to a drift of the trajectories as mentioned earlier in discussing Figure 8.

To conclude this section, the simulations using Eq. (6) provide again similar results to those
using Eq. (4) [see solid (red) lines in Figures 8 and 9]. Moreover, the predictions are similar using
R = P = L = 0 and are insensitive to the choice of initial velocities. The regime is no longer that
of Stokes but, since the drag-buoyancy term is largely dominant, the particle velocity can be simply
described by the sum of the fluid velocity and the finite-Rea particle settling velocity.

C. Influence of the history force

Several numerical studies have aimed at characterizing the influence of the different terms
in the full Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen model (3), and in particular that of the history force.9, 11, 13

This force is found to be relevant in many cases involving significant particle acceleration, in
particular in instationary flows.28–31 A general result is the weakening of attracting regions of the
flow, reducing entrapment of particles lighter than the fluid; this was observed experimentally for
bubbles.32 In a recent numerical work, Olivieri and co-workers31 showed in homogeneous and
isotropic turbulence that the history force was responsible for up to 10% of particle acceleration, in
particular during strong (and rare) events. This is in fact crucial, as this force plays a role essentially
when the particle is submitted to significant accelerations. Candelier and co-workers28 addressed
this issue experimentally by placing particles inside a solid-body vortex. They measured up to a 10%
overestimation of the ejection rate when the history force was not accounted for. The particularity
of this study is that the particles were under constant acceleration due to the solid-body rotation.

In the original work of Maxey,2 the history force was considered as negligible. We have
nonetheless examined the influence of this force in the present experimental conditions, and in
particular for the largest Stokes and Reynolds numbers where its influence should be the most
significant as explained in Sec. III when discussing Table IV. This influence is probed in Figure 10
for combination 2B and more precisely for the trajectory positioned on the right in the middle panel
of Figure 8. The time evolution of the particle position shows clearly that the Schiller-Naumann
drag is sufficient to recover properly the trajectories. In particular, the amplitude and phase of the
oscillations is nicely captured (see bottom graph). Conversely, the simple Stommel model (4) with
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FIG. 10. Time evolution of vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) particle coordinates for the trajectory positioned on the
right in the middle panel of Figure 8. Comparison between Stommel (black dashed line), Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen (blue
line) models, and Stommel corrected with the Schiller-Naumann drag (red dotted line) with the experiments (◦).
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a Stokes drag and the full Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen model (3) derived in the Stokes regime both
overestimate the settling velocity. Thus, they are not able to capture the oscillations of the particle.
It is interesting to note that the full Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen model is only able to reproduce
satisfactorily the first oscillation.

Clearly, the order of magnitude of the history force is smaller than that of the nonlinear drag-
buoyancy term. In addition, the history force is meant to capture well short time accelerations which
in fact are not important in the present experimental conditions. The comparison with the experiments
shows that the major ingredient to be included in the model is the nonlinear Schiller-Naumann drag,
and leads to questioning the validity of the Boussinesq-Basset-Oseen model (3).

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a jointed experimental and numerical study of the settling of
small solid spheres in a cellular flow field at low Stokes number. At very low Stokes number (<0.01),
we have identified a Stokes regime for which the velocity of the particle is simply the sum of its
Stokes velocity and the local fluid velocity given by the cellular flow. The trajectories are discussed
in term of a single dimensionless parameter, the ratio of the Stokes velocity to the vortex velocity. At
larger Stokes number (but still <0.1), the particle velocity is still described by the sum of the fluid
velocity and the particle settling velocity. However, as the particle Reynolds number can be larger
than unity, the drag is no longer the Stokes drag but becomes nonlinear and can be well reproduced
by correlations such as that of Schiller-Naumann. Again, the particle trajectories can be analyzed in
terms of the same dimensionless number, the velocity ratio. Overall, when this velocity ratio is much
larger than unity, the particle trajectories are straight lines and the particles experience only small
modulations coming from the vortical flow. When this ratio is much smaller than unity, the particles
are settling out but can become momentarily trapped in a cell. In between, the particle trajectories
present more or less marked oscillations. In the regimes of Stokes number that we have explored in
this paper, added mass, Laplace, and history forces are negligible, and drag and buoyancy prevail.
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